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Timber, like the pile shown here, is a common sight and a reminder of the long history of north woods logging.

A north woods adventure
BY LAURA HUNT ANGEL

U

nlike my mostly
southern upbringing,
hubby Chuck is a firstgeneration American whose
family left Europe, spent some
time in Nova Scotia, Canada, and
eventually settled in Michigan.
We are headed to some of his
old stomping grounds, to the
little town of Skidway Lake in
north central Michigan, where
we will celebrate the 4th of July
as well as the recent retirement
of one of Chuck’s nephews.
We’ve split the trip into two
days. Late in the morning of the
second day, we finally head off
the main roads, and turn down
a series of sandy side streets.
At the head of some roads are
tall posts marked with arrows
and the names of cabin owners
painted on them, simply pointing
the direction one should go.
It is a friendly and casual
community, made up of a
mishmash of cabins, single wide
trailers and glorified, summer
only, shacks. As we near our
destination, more and more
it begins to feel part summer
camp, part beach vacation.
Strangers wave to us as we pass
while kids and dogs run from
yard to yard.
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Perfect for munching while sitting around the campfire, caramel puff
corn is an addictive, easy to make snack.

officials have difficulty finding
them and have been unable to
sur vey their numbers with any
degree of certainty.
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Coyote, cougar, black bear,
Poutine, French for “hot mess,” is a tasty dish of French fries topped
deer, and elk wander these
with cheddar cheese curds and beef gravy.
north woods but are generally
north, shifting it southward.
not of much concern to wild
to punctuate the night sky,
food gatherers and hikers.
startling our ears and capturing When the glaciers receded
they left behind a heavy layer
Moose are native to Michigan
our full attention.
of fertile soil that farmers
but the current population is
would later take advantage
meager and they are protected.
A CARVED OUT LAND
Efforts to boost the population
Since my marriage in 1982, I of in the southern end of the
state. The mostly sandy, rocky have been only partially
have lived in Kentucky longer
soil that was left in the north
successful due to disease.
than anywhere else. Long
became, in time, home to the
Fish abound in Michigan
enough that I’ve somehow
conifers that the north woods
waterways. While we are
forgotten the landscape of my
are known for.
familiar with most, there are a
birth. Now I see it through
few species specific to the north
the eyes of a tourist. Bumping
FLORA AND FAUNA
that should be on every fishing
down the forest lined back
OUR FIRST EVENING
Much of the sandy, post
fan’s bucket list. These include
roads, we are greeted by
A gorgeous breeze blows
glacial soil between lake and
varieties of pike including
hundreds of bracken ferns
through the pines and
forest is covered with crops
muskie, as well as the ancient,
waving in the breeze. Coveted
hardwoods. At 3 years old,
of field corn, hay and oats.
dinosaur era sturgeon.
by springtime foragers as
little Oliver is a newer family
In time, farmers discovered
fiddleheads, they are fully
member that we have just
that many root crops also
FEASTING
unfurled in summer, carpeting
met. Dirt smears his face
prefer sandy soil and did what
Here in the northern
the forest floors and spilling
and belly, and coats his bare
ingenious folks have the world reaches, the multinational
out past the treeline like rich
feet. We have yet to see him
over: turned what seemed like
cuisine of Michigan’s southern
green water.
in shoes. Already, he and our
a disadvantage into a profitable cities gives way to the more
Up
here,
it
is
virtually
Jack Russells have already
traditional fare of trappers,
impossible to travel even a mile opportunity. Ever y year,
become fast friends, and he
visitors from hundreds of miles loggers and fisherman.
without encountering a pond,
has captured our hearts, too.
away come north to stock up
Smoked fish, hunter’s sausage
His baby brother, Theo, sways river or lake. What many —
and venison jerky are staples
even those who live here — fail on potatoes, onions and giant
back on still bowed infant
carrots before winter sets in.
available at any corner store.
to realize is that Michigan is
legs, munching on a hot dog
Although famous for its
Pinconing Cheese, named
a maritime state. From any of
between toothy grins. So far, I
cherries, apples also grow in
after the town of Pinconing,
have only been able to decipher the Great Lakes it is possible
Michigan as do any other type
is a local specialty. Similar
to wind one’s way to the St.
“Da Da” and “Hello,” but like
of orchard fruit that requires a to Longhorn Colby, it is
Lawrence Seaway and out to
most toddlers he manages to
good dose of freezing weather
occasionally available at
make himself understood quite the Atlantic. Old maps call the
to spur production. Berries,
well.
groceries in western Kentucky.
Great Lakes the “inland seas.”
In the summer, weather up
Add ring bologna and a smear
Eons ago, much of northern both cultivated and wild, grow
in abundance here.
here is mostly comfortable
of mustard and its the best
Michigan was made up of
Wild food foragers will
during the day and chilly and
thing that could ever happen to
iron-rich mountains. Then the
night. A campfire has been
a saltine.
glaciers came through, planing appreciate that there are
going steadily since our arrival, most of the mountains down to not many culprits to watch
Walleye is perhaps the most
for. In Michigan there is
and it seems ever yone on the
popular fish in the state. Lake
gentle, rolling hills ver y much
only one poisonous snake,
street has had the same idea.
perch, much milder than its
like what we have in western
the massasauga rattler.
Fragrant smoke drifts through Kentucky. The rest of the
ocean dwelling cousin, is also
According to Michigan State
the neighborhood, playing
widely available and a favorite
land, especially that nearest
University, Michigan is that
tricks on my brain. I know that the Great Lakes, was flattened
for Friday fish fries. Burbot is
last stronghold for this snake,
it is summer and broiling hot
an unsightly, eel-like fish often
into smooth even ground that
back home, but up here it sure resembles the Big Sky countr y and attempts to establish it
tossed back by uninitiated
in similar locations have not
feels like fall. As dusk settles
fishermen, but those in the
west of the Mississippi.
proved successful. However,
in, we pull on our sweatshirts
know say it tastes like lobster.
Along with the mountains,
the massasauga is so elusive
and gather around the
glaciers also scrubbed away
Today we opt for a meal out
that even Fish and Wildlife
campfire. Early fireworks begin much of the topsoil from the
and head to a cafe in a small

town just outside of Rose City.
On the menu is another local
favorite, Poutine. In French,
it means “hot mess,” and is a
concoction of fries, covered
in beef gravy and topped with
cheese curds.

FAREWELL
After eating, we ease down
M-33 and meander through
Ogemaw County to Oscoda,
where a community of Amish
have settled. Farming season
is in full swing and numerous
farmers and their wagons are
making their way down Kittle
Rd. Off the road in the distance,
a group of children in bonnets
and plain clothing are sitting on
a large deck, legs swinging over
a pond while they fish.
Farms line either side of the
road. The corn is just barely
knee-high, but the hay is ready
to cut. Ahead of us, a young
Amish man on a bicycle raises
his straw hat high into the air
in greeting to his neighbor,
harvesting hay with draft
horses, four abreast. Their
blond manes swirl in the breeze,
and even from 30 yards away
the farmer’s broad smile is
easily seen.
Once back at Skidway, little
Oliver takes our dogs for a walk.
His bare feet kick up the sandy
soil in the yard, dry from a
rainless spell. As the sun begins
to set, a sprinkling of the final
fireworks of the holiday sparkle
in the sky.
It will likely be a long time
before we are up this way again.
Oliver will be much bigger, and
we will be a good deal older,
too. We will miss everyone
and everything here, but our
feet have grown accustom to
southern soil now, and I fear
even a single winter here in the
beautiful, rugged country might
do me in. Still, it is hard to say
goodbye.
SEE WOODS/PAGE C3
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THE RECIPES
These recipes from the north woods
still go well with sweet tea and might help
you at least pretend that you’re in the
shady north woods.

Poutine
Not really a recipe, you can make your own
poutine by irst frying up a batch of fresh or
frozen French fries. While still hot, salt them
liberally and then add a handful of white
cheddar cheese curds. Douse the whole deal
with a healthy ladle-full of homemade or
packaged beef gravy and you’ve got your own
“Hot Mess.”

Kale-Strawberry Salad
Some varieties of Kale will survive even
harsh northern winters. It is packed with
nutrients and high on the list of health food
fans, but don’t let that deter you. It really does
taste good, too. In the north, English or black
walnuts are more often put in this salad, but in
Kentucky it just wouldn’t seem right to use
anything except pecans.
4 cups chopped kale
1 cup sliced strawberries
½ cup crumbled feta cheese
½ cup coarsely chopped pecans
A few extra strawberries for the dressing
¼ cup (or more) of your favorite balsamic
dressing
Toss together the kale, strawberries, feta and
pecans. Mash up the extra strawberries with a
fork and blend them into the balsamic dressing.
Mix the dressing into the salad or serve it on the
side. Serves 2 as a main dish or 8-10 as a picnic
side.

Caramel Pufed Corn
A sister-in-law brought this to our 4th of July
gathering and it was an instant hit. Be ready for
this campire snack to be requested often. Puf
corn is sometimes called hulless popcorn, and is
usually found near potato and tortilla chips in
grocery stores.
1 8-oz bag puf corn
1 cup butter (not margarine)
1 cup brown sugar
½ cup light corn syrup
1 teaspoon baking soda
Place the puf corn in a large roaster pan and
preheat your oven to 250 degrees F. On
medium-high heat, melt together the butter,
brown sugar and corn syrup. Bring the mixture
to a boil and cook for 2 minutes. Add the baking
soda, which will cause the mixture to foam up.
Stir it well, then remove from heat and pour the
caramel sauce over the puf corn. Bake for 45
minutes, stirring the puf corn every 10-15
minutes. Spread the puf corn out onto waxed
paper or parchment and allow it to cool before
putting in a container with a snug itting lid.

Naturally cool: Fiber isn’t just a fad
urbanoutfitters.com).
And yet it can work well
in nearly any space. “I
The word “wicker” might
consider woven pieces
bring on flashbacks of the
as neutrals,” Brown says.
dusty rattan seating sets of
“So they
the ’70s and
work with
’80s or the
any style
last wicker
and color
crush in
scheme.”
the ’90s,
• Brown
but today’s
says that
wicker
a wicker
— the
ottoman or
technique
end table
of weaving
“is a great
reeds
way to bring
and other
texture into a space.” The
natural fibers into furniture
Susila Rattan Ottoman, made
and accessories — is worth
of rattan reeds wrapped
reconsidering.
together with leather, is
Wicker is older than any
intended for indoor use
fad, after all. (The Egyptians
($198, anthropologie.com).
buried rushwork with the
• Go small with natural
pharaohs!) Just remember
that a modern take on woven fibers, Shankle says. You
natural materials is best done don’t want a whole set of
rattan furniture in your family
judiciously. Add one or two
room. One element will do,
natural elements and pair
and it can be as big as a sofa
them with, say, upholstered
or small as the Whitewashed
chairs to get a good mix
Rattan Hurricane ($118-$148,
going on. “It’s really about
serenaandlily.com). The
the balance of hard and soft,
lanterns can be hung by their
warm and cold,” says Elisa
leather handles from outdoor
Shankle, who is the founder
ceilings and moved inside in
and principal of Simplexity
the fall.
Designs in Brooklyn and
• Shankle likes to look
who also works for interior
for natural-fiber objects
design companies 5N1 and
and furniture at West
Homepolish.
Elm, Dot & Bo, CB2 and
Adding a dash of rattan
AllModern, which offers
or sweetgrass is a way to
a Rattan Magazine Rack
unlock today’s hottest home
and Newspaper Basket by
design trends, whether
Kouboo in honey brown and
you’re drawn to the nautical,
a refreshing black ($32.50,
beachy, boho, organic,
allmodern.com). Want
well-traveled or handcrafted
style. “People are tired of the vintage wicker? Try chairish.
com or 1stdibs.com.
matchy-matchy look,” says
• For a sweet accent in a
interior designer Barbara
small space such as a powder
Brown of Washington.
room, try Leif’s eight-inch-tall
“They’re more interested in
sweetgrass Silver Living
the layered and collectedWoven Vase, handmade in
over-time look, and bringing
in those woven pieces adds to Rwanda ($48, leifshop.com).
Use it as is for quality silk
that goal.”
or faux foliage; line it with
a smaller glass vase for live
SOME SUGGESTIONS
greenery in water.
• An unexpected place
• “I love to incorporate
to see rattan is in a Screen
different textures and
Room Divider ($298,
BY LINDSEY M. ROBERTS
THE WASHINGTON POST

years, then 1/32, then 1/64
the organism dies, it
and so on. Five thousand
stops taking in new
seven hundred years
carbon. Over time, the
is called the half-life of
carbon-14 atoms decay,
FROM PAGE C2
carbon-14 and is defined
so the ration of carbon-12
to carbon-14 gets higher.
trace amounts. Carbon-12 as the amount of time
After 5,700 years, only
and carbon-13 are referred necessary for one half of
the amount of an unstable half of the carbon-14 that
to as stable isotopes,
isotope present
was there when
meaning they don’t
Due to the
the organism
undergo any changes with in a sample to
died remains.
time. Carbon-14, however, decay. Different limits of
isotopes have
We have
is an unstable isotope. It
detection,
different
changes, or decays over
carbon dating instruments
that can
time. In this change, which half-lives. The
is considered
half-life of
measure these
is very slow, one of the
uranium-235
neutrons in the nucleus
pretty accurate amounts and,
(the isotope of
by determining
of the carbon-14 atom
to measure
how much of the
breaks down, releasing an uranium used
in atomic bomb the age of
carbon-14 has
electron and becoming,
previously
and nuclear
decayed, we can
in the process, a proton.
reactors),
When this happens, the
living samples determine how
long ago the
atom goes from having six for instance,
up to about
is about 700
organism died.
protons to having seven,
50,000 years
million years.
Due to
which means the atom
changes from carbon-14 to That is also a
old. In samples the limits of
detection,
nitrogen-14 since anything topic for another older than
story.
dating
with seven protons is
that, there is so carbon
So, given
is considered
nitrogen.
little carbon-14 pretty accurate
that carbon-14
This decay process —
to measure the
which is called beta decay, decays at a
left that the
predictable rate, measurements age of previously
by the way — happens
the amount
living samples
very slowly and, more
become
of carbon-14
up to about
importantly for our story
unreliable.
present in
50,000 years
today, at a very precise
any sample of
old. In samples
and predictable rate. Half
carbon can be used to
older than that, there is so
of the carbon-14 atoms
measure age. The ratio of
little carbon-14 left that the
in any sample of carbon
carbon-12 to carbon-14 in
measurements become
will turn into nitrogen-14
the environment is known unreliable. Carbon dating
every 5,700 years. This
and constant (within
is good, but not perfect.
means that half of the
known limits). Since all
Due to lots of variations
carbon-14 in a piece of
living things are constantly and limitations in
wood will be gone in
measuring, dates derived
5,700 years. After another incorporating carbon
from the environment
from carbon dating are
5,700 years, half of what
usually expressed as
remains will be gone (one into themselves when
they are alive, that ratio
ranges, like “this leather
quarter of the original
will stay constant as long
shoe is from 8,000-10,000
amount). After another
as the organism remains
years old.” That is usually
5,700 years, half of that
alive since the organism
more than precise enough
amount will be gone
for scientists to determine
(leaving one-eighth). Then is always taking in more
1/16 after another 5,700
carbon. However, when
how things relate to each
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Above: The poly rattan Modernist All Weather Wicker Sofa ofers
a natural look with the ease of synthetic. Left: Hang one or a few
of Uttermost’s neutral Knotted Rattan Pendant Lights to emphasize whatever style you’re going for.
materials in my projects,”
Shankle says, “and bringing
woven materials inside
and combining them with
more-modern elements is
one way to do that, to balance
clean lines with more organic
materials.” The Modernist
All Weather Wicker Sofa
achieves Shankle’s aim in one
piece ($1,498, terrain.com).
Though it’s not a natural
material, poly rattan offers
a natural look with the ease
of synthetic, making it extra
durable.
• Seagrass hails from the
tropics, so if you want that
laid-back vibe in your main
living residence, it’s a good
material to consider. Pier 1’s
Seagrass Block Headboard
lends an exotic touch to a
master suite or guest room
($200 for full, pier1.com).
• Ikea recently
collaborated with Swedish
glass and ceramic designer
Ingegerd Raman to design
a collection of handmade
glassware and — you
guessed it — woven pieces
of natural fibers. The Viktigt
Chair, made of paper cord
and rattan, riffs on Marcel
Breuer’s classic, caned-back
Cesca Chair, tipping it
backward and updating it in
black ($129, ikea.com).
• Natural manau rattan

other and where they fit
on a timeline.
Variations of the idea
behind carbon dating,
which use other isotopes
with different half-lives,
can also be used to
estimate age. The decay of
uranium-235, for instance,
can be used to determine
the age of some geological
samples that are billions of
years old.
Our ability to explore
and investigate the
universe we live in has
always been limited by
our ability to measure
and experiment. As our
tools get better, our ability
to explore and learn get
better. Carbon dating was
one of those revolutionary
ideas that opened the
door to a better our
understanding of our past.
Good for Willard Libby!
Michael J. Howard is the
vice president for education
and research at Baptist
Health Madisonville. He
can be reached by email at
madisonvillescience@gmail.
com or via Twitter at
@madville_sci.

mixes with synthetic rattan to
make the Rattan Cafe Settee
fun and functional inside and
out ($798, shopterrain.com).
• The Mayhew All
Weather Wicker Patio Club
Chair comes with cushions
in seafoam, tan, turquoise,
orange, navy and green, to
match any scheme ($270,
target.com). Use several
outdoors as dining chairs or
only one indoors as an accent
chair.
• Historically a material
used for furniture — Cyrus
Wakefield started it all when
he found discarded rattan
in the mid-1800s and bent it
to make a chair — rattan is
now used for accessories,
too, as with West Elm’s
Woven Rattan Trays, in which
natural rattan is hand-woven
over a metal frame ($59,
westelm.com).
• Hang one or a few of
Uttermost’s Knotted Rattan
Pendant Lights to emphasize
whatever style you’re going
for ($284, nordstrom.com).
Brown says it’s all in what
you pair them with: crisp,
clean lines and the look is
nautical; palm prints and
lots of white and the look is
tropical. “They’re kind of a
chameleon,” she says. “They
go with a lot of different
looks.”

PUZZLES ON PAGE C6

Answer :
STUDIO
BELLOW
CURFEW
BUTTON
SHAGGY
HEALTH
When Agatha Christie’s funeral
service was over, they said —

THAT’S ALL
SHE WROTE

10th ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION
Sun, July 12
◊Bro. Ben Griffin ministering at 10am
◊Potluck Dinner Served at approx. 11:45
◊Worship and Signing at 1pm

The Bro. Dustin and Sis. Heather Lee, along with the congregation invite
you to come & enjoy a great time of fellowship and singing!

Life Apostolic Church
1630 South Main Street
(Beside Rural King)

Madisonville, KY

